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Yes

Have you ever tuned
into how your state of
mind becomes when
you either say yes or
no?
It’s
an interesting
phenomenon to say
the least.
But before we go
any further I would
like to make it very
clear that I am not
condoning or encouraging anyone to irresponsibly say yes to
anything that will get
them into a lot of
trouble.

ational drugs or any
mind altering drugs
or very strong or
powerful alcohol or
to endlessly and randomly spend money
on credit cards or any
other credit facility
that will get them
so deep into debt that
they do
not ever
have a hope of paying it off.

Or saying yes to
anything
else that
will lead themselves
or their loved ones
into a situation that
is clearly not safe or
any situation that can
Such as taking recre- bring them into any

harm. When you say
‘Yes’ you must use
common sense and
have a sane, rational
judgement in making any yes decisions and make sure
those ‘yes’ decisions
will not bring you or
your loved ones into
harms way.

When a person says
‘Yes’ to something
as a general rule of
thumb it will lead
them in some way
into feeling better in
themselves.

a pleasant activity. I
will only name a few
as there are literally
millions of things a
person can ‘have’ or
the ability to participate in.

This is because saying ‘Yes’ is allowing
the person to ‘Have’
something in their
Now that we have all life.
those
technicalities
and law related warn- It can be as simple as
ings out of the way saying ‘yes’ to seeing a
let’s dig into and ex- wonderful movie with
plore
a friend or the sense of
ownership after say“The
Power Of ing ‘yes’ to purchase
Saying Yes”
it or the ability to say
‘yes’ to participate in

1: Saying ‘Yes’ to
going out with family or friends to lunch,
dinner or the theatre
is going to say to that
person’s mind that...

of home food. Saying ‘Yes’ is sending
a positive signal to
the person’s mind that
they can ‘have’ or participate in something
positive.

On the negative side
saying ‘No’ to something is the complete
opposite of all the
above.
So now let us look at
how saying ‘Yes’ to
1: They can have fun, other things can lead
to a very positive hap2: That they can enjoy py life....article conthemself,
tinued on page...
3: That they can have
a meal out instead
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We Report On & Publish Endless Weekly
Waves Of Environmentally Friendly Good News,
Inspirational Stories & Positive Solutions
All Around The World To Help Make
People’s Lives Better.
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Yes, It Is Possible To Speed
Read: Further Steps To
Learn Speed Reading

By 	Cordelyn Hernandez

Before you proceed
to the advanced steps
to learn speed reading, let me remind
you about how essential it is to have the
habit of reading every day, and reading
silently for the specific purpose of becoming a speed reader.
We can compare this
to a person who has
arrived to a place for
the first time. In his
first glance, all he sees
are unfamiliar things,
and he has to look
at all the things surrounding him one by
one to identify them.
If he seldom visited
that same place, there
were few things he
would recognize, but
only few. The more
frequent he goes to
this place, the more
familiar it becomes,
and even without
turning his head from
left to right, he can
tell what are on those
sides. You will appreciate the point I am
reiterating when you
start doing the following steps:
1. Learn to read in
clumps. Most people
tend to read word by
word. It is therefore
understood that when
you read this way,
your reading is slow,
as a matter of fact,
too slow.
You have to learn
to take in more than
one word at a time.

How you should read
a text must be similar
to how the lines of an
editorial are typed in
newspapers - they are
clumped.

Wow This Speed
Reading Really
Works

Notice how faster it
is to read news in a
newspaper; since each
line is typed short
(like in clump), your
eyes grasp all they
see in the line then
quickly glide down to
the next line, taking
in again the whole
line of words as one
unit. Try doing it now,
and you will see that
it works; your reading
speed will increase.
2. Be familiar with
out one-whole meanword groups.
ing. Word groups, on
First, let me tell the the other hand, are
difference
between common group words
a word clump and a that possess definite
word group. Like meaning. They are,
I explained above, a we may say, comword clump is words mon expressions and
taken in as one and figures of speech, like
idioms, verb phrase,
read as one unit.
collocations, phrasal
By slicing the sen- verbs, etc.
tence into two, three
or four parts, depending on the length of
the sentence, you can
form word clumps.

The taking in of word
groups does not rely
on your peripheral vision, but on your familiarity to common
It will depend also expressions.
on the scope of your
peripheral
vision Once your eyes scan
(Later, on the third a familiar expresstep, I will explain sion, you do not have
what peripheral vision to glide your sight
is.) the count of word to all the words in
clumps you can make that phrase to be able
in a sentence. This to see what the next
only shows that word words are.
clumps are words that
are grouped but with- Your eyes and brain

quickly decode the familiar expression, and
you can swiftly jump
to the next word
clump or word group.
So, the more familiar
you are with different
word groups, the faster you read.
3. Stretch your
peripheral vision.
Stretching your peripheral vision is expanding the scope
your eyes can see in
a glance. But what
is peripheral vision?
Look around you, and
then fixate your eyes
on something.
The thing where you
fixate your eyes on is
vivid, of course. The
other objects close to
that thing and which
you may be seeing
too, but not as vivid

as the one your eyes
are fixated, are objects of your peripheral vision.
The farthest your peripheral vision can
see, the better. If your
peripheral
vision
can catch four or
five words in a single glance, it means
that you read fast. If
you can take in seven
words or more at a
time, you are a speed
reader.
To sum up, it is your
peripheral vision that
allows you to read
as many words as
you can in just one
glance, and if you
have a narrow vision,
if you cannot read
in clumps, and if you
are familiar with only
few word groups,
then you will not be

able to do speed reading. Have free lesson
in English at http://
mychums.wix.com/
english-goes-global
Article
Source:
https://EzineArticles.com/expert/
Cordelyn_Hernandez/566172
Article
Source:
http://EzineArticles.
com/9222239
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To Access Bella Dental Care Website Please Click On The Picture

Bella Dental Care is located on Level One of
the Atlas Building in
Norwest’s commercial
area.
Mission Statement
Working as a team in
a family environment
we welcome people to
experience the highest
quality of dental care
under the strictest hygiene conditions. With
care and integrity we
aim to improve the oral
heath and well being of
the community in which
we live.
What You Can Expect
A clean and professional environment, with
the best dental profes-

sionals, and friendly ity and there are highly
skilled dental assistants
staff members.
maintaining the steriliBella Dental Care will sation of instruments.
try and go above and
beyond to make our We provide...
patients comfortable and General Dentistry
happy. There are many
Check
up,
different
dentists all Dental
with their own individ- Digital x-rays, Clean,
ual specialities that are Scale, Root Planing
able to assist in all fac- (deep clean), Fluoride,
Fissure Sealants, White
tors that you need.
Fillings, Mouthguards,
Dental Technology and Removable Appliances
(Dentures),
Root
Equipment
Canal Treatment and
Bella Dental Care has Extractions.
the latest equipment in
dental x-ray technology. Cosmetic Dentistry
Whitening, Composite
We use digital x-rays Resin and Porcelain
and
that emit minimal ra- Veneers
diation. Our sterilisa- Restorations, Crowns,
tion area and equipment Bridges, Inlays and
are of the highest qual- Onlays.

O r t h o d o n t i c
Treatments
Orthodontic
Plates,
Braces and Invisalign.
Childrens Dentistry
Mouthguards, Fissure
Sealants, Fillings and
Preventive Treatment.
Surgical Dentistry
Implants,
Surgical
Extractions and Wisdom
Tooth Extractions.
Nitrious Oxide
Also known as happy
gas.
Available
for
particularly
anxious
patients.
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By Tina Tessina

Panic is a natural startle reaction that gets
exaggerated and becomes prolonged.

People often learn
to panic because, in
early childhood, panic
can get us out of responsibilities.

more sense. If it’s the
news, taking a break
from nightly news
and checking out facts
can be calming.

Freaking out, crying, throwing temper
tantrums, or shutting
down are all panic
responses small children use which cause
some competent adult
to take over and become the hero.

6. Take some action to resolve
the problems or
threats you’re facing.

This can be okay
once in a while, but as
this pattern repeats, it
becomes rescuing and
codependency. Panic
creates drama - unnecessary and damaging exaggeration of
the problem -- which
leads to dysfunctional Practice these techresponses and over- niques to teach yourblown family drama. self to stay calm
when the situation
We
admire people is threatening or the
who don’t panic. Our people around you are
past President was obviously in a panic.
admired for being “no
drama Obama” because he retains his
ability to think clearly, take his time, and
make effective decisions even when the
people around him
are panicking.

Get a flu shot, go for
relationship therapy,
check the facts, or
have a good talk with
your partner or family
member.
7. Sell yourself on
a positive outcome.

things, or just saying
whatever comes out
of your mouth, without thinking about
consequences, you are
in a state of panic.

Stop what you’re doTo learn
to calm ing, and follow the
down, you can follow rest of the steps here.
these simple steps for
resolving your fear 2. Take some deep
and anxiety:
breaths.

1. Learn to
recognize the signs
of your own
People who can stay panic.
calm usually come
out OK, because they If you feel the telltale signs of panic -think clearly.
a racing or pounding
So, what do you do heartbeat, flushing of
in a scary or upsetting the face or body, and
situation? Teach your- mental confusion -self how not to pan- you are in a state of
ic, so you can think panic.
clearly and handle the
If you are shouting,
problem effectively.
saying unreasonable

Unless you’re in immediate, direct danger, what’s scaring
or upsetting you is
probably not as urgent as you think.
Make a list of what
you’re afraid of. This
will help you move
beyond free-floating
anxiety, and begin to
think more clearly.

4. Check the facts.
Deep breathing will Is what’s on the
calm your body, and news really true?
burn off the adrenaline that’s been re- Is what you’re afraid
leased in the panic. of actually happenSlow down, count to ing, or is your fear
ten, focus on thinking creating false “facts.”
clearly and factually
rather than reacting Does
the
source
emotionally.
you’re listening to
have something to gain
3. Take responsibil- by putting you in a
ity to figure out panic? Are they trying
what you’re afraid to sell you something,
of.
get federal funding, or
get elected? Are you

reacting to someone
else’s panic?

Think of all the possible great outcomes of
the changes you’re
making.
Consider
what you will learn,
and how much better
your life and relationships will be without
the panic.

Get some facts about
whatever is frightening you. Is there a
real, immediate threat,
or is it just wise to be With a calmer outlook,
cautious?
you’ll be able to make
better decisions, and
Is your partner actu- create a more successally going to abandon ful outcome. I wish
you, or is he or she just you peace,
within
angry about some- yourself, within your
thing?
family, within the
world.
5. Make a decision
about what to do Article Source: httabout each fear.
ps://EzineArticles.
com/exp ert/Tina_
If it’s a health fear, Tessina/34086
perhaps
better hygiene or a talk with
your doctor will re- Article
Source:
solve it. If it’s a rela- http://EzineArticles.
tionship fear, finding com/9963248
out what your partner
is really thinking (instead
of guessing)
will probably make
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The Secrets Of The Millionaire Mind
By T. Harv Eker

Wealth Principle: #2 “When You Are
Complaining, You Become A Living,
Breathing “Crap Magnet.”
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By Derek White

Article
continued themselves or their
from page 1.
work collegues can
have
dramatically
When any person, a good results.
young baby, a child,
a teenager or an On our right we
adult whether they have two examples
are male or female of Extreme ‘Horse
is told ‘Yes’ you can Power’.
‘Do’ or ‘Have’ something which is pleas- Both of these maurable to them most chines were brought
of the time, especially about by people
if it creates an instant saying ‘Yes’ to crepositive reaction of a ating them, do you
smile, laughter, an Agree or Disagree?
emotional reaction
of some description Article continued on
that says ‘Thank You’ page...19.
to the person who is
saying ‘Yes’ to them
that they can ‘Do’ or
‘Have’ that thing.
Now as all parents
know, you cannot
always say ‘Yes’ to
every demand or
whim of a child otherwise you end up
with a spoilt brat.
However when the
child
knows that
they are going to be
told ‘Yes’ to the thing
they want to do or
have if they do or
follow the instructions of their parents
then you, generally
speaking will get
more
coopertaion
from the child.
Now let’s look at the
grown up or adult
world and see how
a person using this
‘Yes’ technology on
Page 8
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Did You Know That We Are Now
Pumping Out Good News And Positive
Solutions To Thousands Of People In
Over 20 Countries Every Week?
Can you help us spread the word even further by
subscribing to our Newspaper for just $3.30 Per week?
If you can please click “HERE” to be taken to
our home page to subscribe. Thank you :-).

10 Little Steps To
Happiness
210th Edition 3rd December 2018
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By Jessica J Lockhart

What is happiness?
Happiness
doesn’t
mean being joyful or
laughing all day long.
Although happiness
should be defined by
each of us for ourselves, a general understanding of it could be
having more good moments and memories
than bad ones and having an overall feeling
of satisfaction and fulfillment. So, how can
we have more happy
moments?
Give yourself
permission.
Give yourself permission to be happy.
Many of us have the
impression that we’re
not allowed to be happy, that we don’t deserve it. Well, we’re all
WRONG! We ALL
deserve to be happy, no
matter what others say
or even what we believe. And if you look
deep inside you, you’ll
feel it in your gut. I am
right. You DO deserve
to be happy. So give
yourself permission to
be. Start enjoying that
freedom. YOU CAN
BE HAPPY.
Smile... even if you
don’t feel like it. Yes,
smile as often as you
can. If you are with
people, they’ll feel
warmer and respond
likewise. If you’re
alone, smile for at least
3 minutes and your
brain will take it as a
real smile and will start
producing feel-good
hormones and other
chemicals.

Enjoy the
now.
Feeling bad about the
past will not change
it a bit and worrying
about the future will
not make you any more
ready for whatever it is
that finally happens.

They
called
you
something... choose to
find it funny instead
of offensive. They push
you, ignore you or
even talk about you...
choose to consider it
just a reminder that we
are all humans and, as
Hopelessness lives in such, make mistakes.
the past, fear in the fu- Love the humanity in
ture. Choose the now those who upset you.
and make an effort to
live it. Only in the now Dare yourself.
can you truly be free.
Early in the morning
Like yourself.
dare yourself to do
something unexpected
Make a list of every- or different throughout
thing you like in your- the day. Choose the acself, no matter how tion in the morning so
small or big and re- you have the whole
mind yourself of all day to find the right
those traits a few times moment to do it.
each day.
You don’t need to
Every night, when think of very difficult
you go to bed, devote or adventurous plans
a few minutes to just but just something you
feel love for yourself. wouldn’t usually do,
Thank yourself for like going to a certain
anything good you did store or eating a new
during the day and let type of food.
the warmth of love fill
you up. If that’s too Share love. Say
hard, close your eyes something loving to
and look for the little one person (or more)
child you once were today. You can say it
and who still lives in- out loud or in writing.
side you and shower You can even draw it
that kid with your love. or sing it.
Flip it around.
Somebody tells you
something or does
something you don’t
like? You might get
angry, upset or feel illtreated. Or you might
turn it around by being original and choosing to interpret it as a
wakeup call or as a
funny situation.

Try new words.

today and try and apply it as often as you
can. Be brave and imaginative with your
words.
Count your
blessings.
Take a piece of paper
and something you
like to drink and sit
comfortably
maybe
with some nice music in the background.
Then write. Write a
list of all and every
blessing in your life.
Start with the smallest ones: I’m alive... to
the biggest ones you
can feel. Don’t leave
anything out. Once
you’re done, leave the
list on the table. Read it
every morning during
breakfast for a week.
Enjoy life... ALL of it,
Humanology
http://www.jessicajlockhart.com/en
More information on
my YouTube channel
as well: http://youtube.
com/jessicajlockhart
Article
Source:
https://EzineArticles.com/expert/
Jessica_J_Lockhart/2431530

Article
Source:
Are you one of those http://EzineArticles.
who often uses words com/9916838
such us... ‘can’t’,
‘don’t know’, ‘never’... ? Why don’t you
try to use some easier
ones like: ‘don’t feel
like’, ‘would like to
learn’ or ‘not in the
habit of’... ? Or choose
a positive or happy
word you want to use

Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com
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Learn To Play Banjo
The EASY Way!

By Geoffrey White

Here Is Your First Free Lesson, Enjoy

Phone Geoffrey For Lessons In Sydney On: 0434 544 181
Or Go To: https://www.dreamtreebanjos.com/
Learn the NEW
STYLE of easy-tolearn banjo...”PickHammer”.
PickHammer
was
developed
many
years ago out of the
frustration in learning other banjo
styles.

results to prove it.

Banjo is NOT an
easy instrument to
learn,
especially
picking styles. It
takes hours of concentrated
practice
and only the ones
who REALLY want
to learn and play
make it to proficiency.

Karen says” “As a
woman of plus 50
years with no musical ability other than
a long held passion
to play banjo, it was
extremely difficult
for me to find a
teacher.

Success Stories
Micky says: “What
took me 4 years with
another teacher I
learned in 4 weeks
with Geoffrey! Highly recommended.”

My guardian angel
was guiding me the
day I stumbled on
Geoffrey White on
the internet. Geoffrey is an amazingly
patient and supportive teacher.

for beginners because, while learning all the necessary
basic skills, you are
actually learning to
play a tune and produce the wonderful
banjo sounds which
originally sparked
our passion for this
beautiful
instrument...
Geoffrey is helping me to realise my
dream and I highly
recommend him as a
teacher to banjo lovers wanting to learn
or improve their
skills”.

tise, I learned roll
patterns, finger technique and by the end
of our block of lessons, a whole tune!
Couldn’t have done it
without his patience
and banjo wisdom.
Thank you!”
Click on the above
FREE
15-minute
LESSON and experience “Pick-Hammer” and have Geoffrey show you how
easy it is to learn the
banjo...call him for
face to face lessons
on 0434 544 181 or
go to his website at

Pete writes: “I start- www.dreamtreebanjos.
ed my lessons with com
Geoffrey not know- Cheers, Geoffrey
ing very much about
the banjo I received
as a gift for Christmas.

But imagine a twofinger style that is
easy to learn and
gets you playing
right away? Geoffrey developed this
style and has taught
students for close to His method is ideal Through Geoffrey’s
a decade and has the
patience and exper-
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Aquaponics Indoor
Gardening
By Tricia Deed

Do you have an inter- used in both systems Why are home garest in growing organic Fertilizers vs organic deners and commerfoods?
fish wastes.
cial farmers using this
method of growing
Many gardeners who Pesticides, herbicides, crops or fish or the
do traditional garden- insecticides vs none combination of crops
ing or who have a de- required for indoors
and fish?
sire to garden but do
not have enough land Hours of maintenance Requires less water
have turned to Aqua- vs one hour a day.
than traditional farmponic gardening or
ing.
farming. This method Manual labor vs auof growing allows tomatic
operating No waste water is proproduction for fruits, equipment.
duced.
vegetables, and fish.
Both horizontal and Natural weather con- No soil eroding condivertical growing can ditions vs controlled tions.
be accomplished.
indoor environment.
No requirements for
Beginners often start Eat produce vs eat harsh insecticides
their first project in produce and fish
Toxin free fish.
the home. Do you
have an aquarium in Growing plants with This type of farmstorage or want to do
more with your current fish tank? People
enjoy the living art
and the décor which
this system introduces
into living quarters.
The beauty of the
colorful fish and the
greenery adds nature
to the indoors while
also growing foods.
If there is no interest in growing foods
many flowering plants water and fish is
may be considered.
much easier. This is
a more pleasant way
Many gardeners en- of obtaining organic
joy traditional gar- vegetables and fresh
dening. Some people fish raised on the
like to use both meth- homeland with miniods.
mum of effort and
costs.
Traditional
Versus
Aquaponics:
Fish have become
very expensive at
Land vs water Large grocery stores. If you
space vs small space
enjoy eating fish this
Seasonal vs year- becomes more affordround Gardening tools able than shopping at
vs some tools.
your local store.
Seeds or plants are

their waste matter is or visit the writer of
the essential fertilizer this article at https://
for the plants.
www.triciadeed.com
for other hobby interThe roots of
the ests.
plants keep the fish
tank clean.
Article
Source:
http://EzineArticles.
Gold fish are popular com/expert/Tricia_
in the home because Deed/441960
of their beautiful coloring. Edible fish will
grow larger and when Article
Source:
they reach the size http://EzineArticles.
ing
accomplished?
ing coupled with fish
which is just right for com/9920126
farming has been
the dinner plate; go
done for thousands of Select ornamental or fishing by removing
edible fish.
years.
them from the tank.
Home growers have
made great strides and
the more ambitious
gardeners are using
abandoned buildings,
such as warehouses,
to build a commercial
business. Once again,
a hobby has become
an entrepreneurs career.
How is this garden

A floating platform
of containers with a
plant or seed is placed
on top of the water.

There is your complete meal of fresh
produce and meat. No
license is required for
this type of fishing.

The roots are attracted to their nutritional Would you like to
needs with fish wastes learn more about
Aquaponics?
Click
The fish are placed https://hubpages.com/
below the plants.
living/AquaponicsGardening-For-FoodFeed your fish as
Beauty-and-Serenity
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Discover The Totally Unique Government
Approved Program To Help You
Make A Passive Income.

Government

Click Here
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Here Is Your Very Own Do Good & Kindness
Calender For This December 2018
You Can Down Load Your Own PDF Copy To Print Out To Put On Your Wall By Clicking Here. :-)
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Lose Belly Fat Quicker
And Build Muscle
With This Six-Pack Diet

An
eating plan to
double your fat loss
without missing any
muscle-building nutrients. This is a good
way to start your diet
with this recipe that
is very easy to follow. This is suitable
for every type of person for every type of
activities each may
have.

By Troy Van Spanje

kinds of foods?
Follow this easy
diet and start feeling
healthy and strong!
This will definitely
change and impact
your life for the better
and achieve more!

Morning

3 boiled eggs

1 tsp coconut oil

day.

3 asparagus spears
Lunch

Afternoon

Lunch
1 avocado

Morning

Greens

2 handfuls broccoli

Loaded with vitamins,
greens will balance
out your hormones
There are so many and transfer protein
benefits of eating right where it’s needhealthy it may be dif- ed.
ficult to summarize
all of them. But even Also very good source
though
people al- of fiber, folate, vitaready know how ben- mins A, C, E and K,
eficial it is to eat good as well as chromium,
diet, there are still a trace mineral that
many who are strug- enhances the abilgling with their exist- ity of insulin to transing diet.
port glucose from the
bloodstream into cells.
Just how beneficial is a That’s good news if
good and healthy food you’re watching your
intake and why should blood sugar.
people eat the healthy

2 handfuls spinach
Afternoon

Before bed

2 chicken breasts
Evening
1 rump steak
1 handful
beans

kidney

Evening

Handful blueberries
Lunch

1/2 handful mozzarella
1 banana
Before bed

Any time 1 protein 1 tbsp almond butter
500ml greens drink shake Total protein:
Total fats: 83g
(Green Vibrance Pow- 160g
der)
Fats
Carbs
Protein
Fat doesn’t actually Yes, you need to cut
To compensate for the make you fat. Refined back on these to build
calorie deficit you’re carbs are to blame six-pack abs, but most
creating, you need a for the podge around of the carbs you do
lot of protein. Split your middle. Healthy put away you’ll eat
it across the day and fats fuel your training, before bed.
muscle
aim for 1g per 0.5kg encourage
of your bodyweight. growth and, crucially, That’s right: this imBelow is a breakdown teaches your body to proves sleep quality
for the average 80kg burn fat for energy.
and recovery, reducing cortisol and body
man.
Morning
fat. Here’s what you
Morning
1 handful cashews
should tuck into each

Evening
Large spoon sweet
potato mash
apple
Total carbs: 123g
Article Source: https://EzineArticles.
com/expert/Troy_
Van_Spanje/2018021
Article
Source:
http://EzineArticles.
com/9868243
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https://www.hollows.org/au/donate
H’Nhi’s family had
to borrow money
just for the journey
to the eye clinic.

thalmologist
and
the only one in all
of central Vietnam
who could operate
on children.

All H’Nhi could see
was a blur, and when
the light from the
cracks in the walls
of her house hit her
eyes, the pain would
be excruciating.

friends and play
in the sun with no
pain. While she’s always been a happy
little girl, she’s even
happier after her opDr Phuong said chil- eration.
dren were usually
scared of doctors This is the biggest
and hospitals, but happiness of our
H’Nhi was differ- whole family. I just
ent: she was brave. want to thank you
so much for your
When her patches help, for what you
were removed a have done for our
day after her opera- daughter.
tion, H’Nhi refused
- H’Nhi’s father
to open her eyes.
However,
when
Dr Phuong asked
where her grandmother was, H’Nhi
slowly opened her
eyes, pointed to her
grandmother for the
first time and gave
everyone a huge
smile.

The family had
to borrow money
so that H’Nhi, her
grandmother
and
uncle could make
the trip to central
Vietnam to visit an
eye clinic. It was
here that they met
Dr Phuong, a Fred
Hollows Foundation-trained
oph-

When H’Nhi returned home, the
whole village came
out to greet her.
H’Nhi ran to her
mother and threw
her arms around
her, telling her how
she could see so
clearly. Now, say
her parents, H’Nhi
can run with her

They worried they’d
never be able to afford her treatment.
H’Nhi is the only
girl in a family of
boys. Her mother
wanted H’Nhi to
have a better life
than her own, but
was worried this
wouldn’t
happen
because H’Nhi was
born with cataract
in both eyes.

It’s Just
$25 To Help
Restore
Someone’s
Sight
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Quote Of The Week!
see how you can apply it to make your LIFE and
other people’s lives better.

“To Be Wealthy You Must First

Empty Your Mind Of The Fluff
And Debris Of Life And Then
Allow Your Mind To Suck In
The Wealth Life Has To Offer”.
Derek White © December 2018
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If You Want No More Pain, Fly,
Drive Or Catch The Train To
Burwood Back
Pain.
(Please Click Picture To Watch The Video)

Personal Testimonial
From The Editor
Of The Good News
Newspaper.
Nick, Chris and all
the fantasic staff
at Burwood Back
Pain have been my
saving grace and
guardian
angel’s
for many years.
Years ago after a
very serious lower
back collapse when
I was bent over and
doubled up in serious

pain, Nick, Chris and
all the staff cared for
me so well that between them they kept
me from having to
spend the rest of my
life in a wheelchair.
Since then they have
rescued me from
quite a number of
serious spinal and
neck problems. I cannot recommend them
all highly enough.
Derek White.

Everything Is Connected.
If One Thing Is Out Of
Alignment, It Can
Likely Affect
Something Else.

www.burwoodbackpain.com.au 02 9744 7693
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By Derek White © December 2018

Article
continued
from page...8. So if
these
two powerful
machines and many
like
them
were
brought about by the
simple act of some
people saying ‘Yes’
what does that say for
“The Power of Saying
Yes”?

Robbins to name but
a few. Did you know
that Robert Downey Jr.
went off script during
the filming of the final
scenes of Iron Man 1
and said “I am Iron
Man.”.

It was those off
scripted
words by
Robert Downey Junior that excited and
inspired and helped
the Director and other
people on the crew to
make the movies even
better than the original
DC Comics.

When you really start
looking into the extraordinary things and
the power that is unleashed that people
can achieve by just
saying ‘Yes’ it starts
to make you wonder
where else this Phe- The Iron Man Movnomenon can lead a ies went onto to make
person.
over 1 Billion Dollars
in the Box offices of
1: What if a person the World.
wanted to become an
Olympic athlete and So do you now think
they said to them- that there is some valselves, over and over ue or worth in you goand over ‘Yes’ I am ing off your current life
worthy of and already script and saying to
in their mind ‘Yes’ yourself and to others,
they have already won
several Gold Medals.

2: Did you know that
powerful affirmations
and to the end result of
saying ‘Yes’ to themselves has
helped
some major celebrities
get from complete
poverty and being totally unknown to now
being worldwide celbrites?
Oprah Winfrey, Jim
Carrey, Denzel Washington, Jennifer Lopez,
Jerry Seinfeld, J.K.
Rowling,
Anthony

You must clearly understand that because
there is now so much
competition in the
world that any person that is seriously
considering making a
success of themselves
cannot ignore the Pow-

‘Yes’

er of saying
in their vocabulary.

Yes I am a famous
movie star.

Yes I am a famous
author.

Yes I

am a very
successful and famous
Musician.

Yes I will succeed

in whatever it is that
I want to succeed in,

‘Yes’

should
be part of your daily
routine. You must allow yourself to ‘Have’
the things you want in
I am the CEO life. You must say to
of XYZ Corporation
yourself
I am
and ‘Yes’ I am a worthy of whatever it
multi- Millionaire or is that you want to be
Billionaire? ‘Yes’ I worthy of. I hope this
am a World Famous article has helped anyone that reads it to
Banjo Player. Yes, have the success that
Yes, Yes, Yes, they so rightly deserve.

‘Yes’

‘Yes’

Yes,Yes should be Yes

you do deserve
the words coming out it. Kind regards Derek
of your mouth every White Editor The Good
morning that you get News Newspaper. ©
November 2018.
up, ‘Yes’ I am going
to succeed at whatever
it is that you want to
succeed at.
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Why Suffer? Be Happy Again

Get

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

To Buy This Book For Just $17
Simply Click
On The Affiliate Link Below

http://abd671shio292q4jseo3vq9t07.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=DSH
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Crosswords + Puzzles

CROSSWORD And Sudoku Puzzles thanks to Cath
ED of TGNNP

To keep your mind tuned up and ready for action
How Tuned Up Is Your Mind? Here Is This Week’s 210th Edition Crossword.
Across
1. northern English slang
word : nothing
5. reservoir (pl)
9. birch tree which has
toothed leaves and bears
male catkins and woody
female cones
14. gelatinous substance
obtained from certain red
seaweeds
15. State in Western USA
16. waterbird slightly
larger than ducks (pl)
17. qualified nurse
20. far in
21. currency in Italy
22. a colour
23. abbr Unidentified
Flying Object
25. abbr latitude
26. ... and outs
27. journey
33. used to help keep
ourselves clean
34. symbol for EastNortheast
35. container for as animal
37. place inside
38. making a living with
difficulty
41. the person themselves
43. bag, pouch (pl)
45. a gazelle in Tibet
46. correct, valid
47. without thinking
through
51. bath with bubbles
53. it transmits genetic
information from DNA to
the cytoplasm
54. consume
55. an expression of
human creativity
56. out of breath, droop
58. a Scottish dish
63. attribution of human
feelings to inanimate
things, especially in art and
literature (2 words)
66. when broadcasting live
67. fallen off, taken off
68. on top of
69. the expenses of things
70. a long-handled
gardening tool with a thin
metal blade (pl)

1

2

3

4

5

6

17

18

10

21

28

29

24

30
34

37

38

25

39

40

36
41

50
54

56

57

64

58

59

67

68

69

70

71

Down
1. Himalayan spikenard
(plant).
2. an S-shaped line or
moulding
3. salary
4. journey
5. exempt from payment of
duty
6. consumed
7. unconsolidated
sedimentary rock or soil
consisting of clay and lime
8. Aussie slang for a
woman
9. seniority is a patrilineal
principle of inheritance for
the throne
10. the basic monetary unit
of Romania, equal to 100
bani
11. a small pistol with a
large bore, which is very
effective at close range (pl)
12. a city in W Germany,
13. plants that live in water
18. a tough-skinned

60

61

62

65

66

71. unit of heredity which
is transferred from a parent
to offspring

42

46

49

53

55

Last Week’s 209th
Edition Solution.

32

45
48

52

13

26

35

44
47

12

22

31

33

43

11

19

23

63

9
16

20

51

8

15

14

27

7

terrestrial mollusc which
typically lacks a shell and
secretes a film of mucus
for protection
19. a fairly mild expression
of anger
24. pigs call
27. abbr pounds per square
inch
28. very long period of
time (pl)
29. a tapping sound at the
door
30. a period of time,
era,age
31. horse call
32. a kiln used for drying
hops (pl)
36. (in the Jewish
calendar) the twelfth
month of the civil and
sixth of the religious year,
usually coinciding with
parts of August and
September
39. take notice, pay
attention
40. the knight of the
Round Table who
successfully seeks the Holy
Grail, one who is pure,

noble, and unselfish (pl)
42. conveying disapproval,
displeasure, or disgust.
44. people who put things
into different categories
48. one thing
49. obtrusively bright and
showy; lurid
50. abbr et alia (and
others)
51. that quality in a
substance which produces
taste or flavor
52. Hinduism : breath,
considered as a life-giving
force
57. repeating sound
59. pour or drink (liquid)
with a hollow gurgling
sound
60. open mouth in
astonishment
61. image
62. Scottish : ago
64. archic: go quickly
65. payment
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Crosswords + Puzzles

CROSSWORD And Sudoku Puzzles thanks to Cath
ED of TGNNP

To keep your mind tuned up and ready for action.

Sudoku

Medium 210th

Easy 210th

Hard 210th

Ph: 0423 470 701

Last Week’s

Easy

Sudoku Solutions 209th Edition
Medium

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com

Hard
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Do You Want To Listen To
Some Positive Talk Radio With
Solutions Offered?

Then Tune Into
www.healthylife.net
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Crosswords + Puzzles
209th Edition Word Search Solution
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Crosswords + Puzzles
Word Search 210th Edition:
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Dear Readers, Please Get Behind A Great
Youth Radio Station In Perth Western
Australia That’s Making A Difference

http://www.youthjamradio.com

Perth’s Positive
Alternative
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Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com
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Classified Advertising 02 9837
If you would like to advertise in our paper please call Derek or Cath
on the following numbers Sydney Australia ( 02 ) 9837 4443
Derek’s Mobile 0425 315 615 Cath’s Mobile 0423 470 701.
We distribute Online to 196 Countries via Facebook, Linkedin,
Twitter and email and getting a lot of great feedback
from Readers

Advertising Deadline 12 O’clock Every Friday
PRUDENTIAL PARTNERS Chartered Accountants
Level 4, 47 York Street Sydney NSW 2000
Australia T + 61 2 9290 2640 F + 61 2 9290 2641
info@prudentialpartners.com.au

Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com

www.healthelicious.com.au email: orders@healthelicious.com.au telephone: +61 (0)2 9552 3311
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Classified Advertising 02 9837 4443

Whole Page Advertising
With Full Colour: $200
+ gst Per Week ($220.00)

Half Page
Advertising
With Full
Colour $100
+ gst Per Week
($110)

Quarter Page
Advertising With
Full Colour $50.00
+ gst Per Week
($55.00)
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